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On 0/31/76, a source «iho ha« {uraviSoS 
reliable information in the pm*t, reported the following 
informat ion 2 

Various Argentine intelligence agencies have been 
working on a priority investtgation to attempt to establish 
links foetwwm the Caban Embassy in Buenos Aires and the two 
major Argentine terrorist organisations# the People's Revolutionary 
Army {EMP) and. the Hontoneroe. In this connection# a highly 
classified document was passed through Argentine Army Intelligence 
Service CSIB) channels indicating that two employees of the 
Cuban Bmbaesy in Buenos Air©? Jeslas Cejas Arias and Crosencio 
Oal&aena Sercufaida* , ware clandestinely picked up by one of the 
Argentine intelligence services on 8/9/76 1b Buenos Aires and 
under severe interrogation had admitted that they were Caban 
Intelligence Service (CUTS) officers affiliated with the 
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3TE document, both CEJAS 
were contacts of the BEE 

On 9/1/76, a second confidential source who has 
furnished reliable information in the past provided the following 
informations 

cc’s: 1 ~ Addressee 
l - PO£»~R 
1 - DAO 
1 - ST 

3 - Bue (109-2) 
(1 - 109-5) 

(1 - 105-1348) 
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NOTE: Re Bue cable, 9/3/76 under the 
Orestes Ruiz Hernandez caption. See Bue 
file 105-1348. ^4l^RM.S.TIOS_00^ 
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Officers of the SIS and th* Statm Secretariat for 
Information (SIDE) abducted Ceja® and Gal&nena In Buenos Aires 
on @ /f/?€, based on evidence that, they wore working «Jtb the 
ERF- Cejas and Salaaena both admitted that they were CUI5~DGX 
officer® and that they had been in contact with WRP officer® in 
nuenos Aires la connection with the terrorist activities of the 
latter organisation. Cejas and Galacuna also provided the 
Identities of other OSIS-DS1 officers assigned to the Cohan Embassy 
In Buenos Aires under diplomatic cover. After intensive 
interrogation lasting for approximately five days*, both Cejas 
and Oaianena ware executed.jjj} 

to cover the disappearance of Cejas and Calanena, 
their Argentine diplomatic credentials were mailed to the 
Associated Press office in Buenos Aires on S/16/76# wish a note 
written by the® under duress before they were executed, indicating 
that they were defecting. 


